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Abstract
Duplicate writes are prevalent in diverse storage systems,
originating from data duplication, journaling, and data relocations, etc. As flash-based SSDs have been widely deployed,
these writes can significantly degrade their performance and
lifetime. To eliminate duplicate writes, prior studies have
proposed innovative approaches that exploit the address remapping utility inside SSDs. However, remap operations lead
to a mapping inconsistency problem, which may cause data
loss and has not been properly addressed in existing studies.
In this paper, we propose a novel SSD design, called RemapSSD, with two notable features. First, it provides a remap
primitive, which allows the host software and SSD firmware
to perform logical writes of duplicate data at almost zero
cost. Second, a hybrid storage architecture is employed to
maintain the mapping consistency. Small byte-addressable
non-volatile RAM is used to persist remapping metadata in
a log-structured manner and is managed synergistically with
flash memory. We verify Remap-SSD on a software SSD
emulator with three case studies: intra-SSD deduplication,
SQLite journaling, and F2FS cleaning. Experimental results
show that Remap-SSD can realize the full potential of address
remapping to improve SSD performance and lifetime.

1

Introduction

Duplicate writes are pervasive in real-world storage systems.
Not only data duplication is common [16, 51, 62, 64], but also
a broad spectrum of system software and applications introduce duplicate writes. For example, many databases and file
systems employ double-write journaling to guarantee write
atomicity [24, 46, 55]; data relocations are required for space
cleaning in log-structured/copy-on-write systems [35, 46] and
for file defragmentation [23]; file copy and snapshotting operations are common behaviors [60, 66].
On the other hand, NAND flash-based solid state drives
(SSDs) have been widely employed in various storage systems.
Due to the idiosyncrasies of flash memory, the SSD-internal
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firmware, called flash translation layer (FTL), performs outof-place updates. Logical pages written from the host are
always mapped to new free flash pages, while obsolete flash
pages are invalidated. Thus, a logical-to-physical (L2P) mapping table is maintained to translate logical page numbers
(LPNs) to physical page numbers (PPNs) [21, 42]. For fast
lookups, this table is typically cached in SSD-internal DRAM.
The FTL also conducts garbage collection (GC) periodically
to reclaim invalid pages in the granularity of flash blocks,
where valid pages are relocated and then the blocks are erased.
Notice that writes are harmful to both the performance and
lifetime of SSDs [14, 43]. This situation deteriorates, as flash
technologies are scaling rapidly to increase the bit density but
at the cost of degraded write speed and endurance [33].
To eliminate duplicate writes on flash memory, innovative
approaches have been proposed to exploit the SSD address
remapping functionality [16, 17, 22–24, 28, 34, 45, 46, 60]. By
directly modifying the L2P mapping table, copies and moves
of data pages as well as duplicate writes of repeating data
pages can be completed quickly without conducting physical
writes. Also, data transfers between the host and SSD can be
avoided. Although enabling such remapping requires minor
modifications to the host software and SSD interface, the
benefits are quite worthwhile. The performance, lifetime, and
space utilization of SSDs can be improved significantly.
However, remap operations lead to a critical mapping inconsistency problem, which may cause data corruption. Whenever
a logical data page is written to a flash page, the FTL needs
to store some house-keeping metadata including the relevant
LPN either in the out-of-band (OOB) area of the same flash
page [21, 41] or in another reserved flash page [8]. These persistent physical-to-logical (P2L) mappings are indispensable
for completing data relocations during each GC operation
and for recovering L2P mappings after sudden power failures
(see Section 2). Remap operations change the L2P mappings, but the relevant P2L mappings on flash memory cannot
be updated accordingly. Due to such mapping inconsistency,
wrong L2P mappings would be modified after data relocations during GC or be restored during power-off recovery,
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compromising data consistency.
This mapping inconsistency problem, although crucial, has
not been properly addressed in prior studies. The common
solution in [16, 22, 23, 34, 45, 46] is to persist new P2L mappings generated by remap operations in a dedicated log on
flash memory. Its main drawback is that the log size would
increase continuously over time, incurring prohibitively high
lookup overheads at last. Although limiting the log size could
confine the lookup overheads, it would also restrict the usage
of SSD address remapping. In addition, some other solutions
have been proposed but only fit in very limited application
scenarios of address remapping [24, 28]. These solutions and
their drawbacks are discussed thoroughly in Section 3.3.
In this paper, we propose a novel SSD design, called RemapSSD, to safely and efficiently exploit SSD address remapping
for reducing duplicate writes. Its two notable features are: (1)
providing a remap primitive, which allows the host software
and SSD firmware to conduct logical writes of duplicate data
at almost zero cost; and (2) employing a hybrid storage architecture, where small byte-addressable non-volatile RAM
(NVRAM) is employed to store remapping metadata in a logstructured manner and is managed synergistically with flash
storage. Remap-SSD not only ensures that persistent P2L
mappings are always consistent with the latest L2P mappings,
but also enables fast lookups of P2L mappings during GC.
We verify Remap-SSD on FEMU (a software SSD emulator [38]) with three case studies: intra-SSD deduplication,
SQLite journaling, and F2FS cleaning. Experimental results
show that Remap-SSD can realize the full potential of address
remapping for improving SSD performance and lifetime.

2

Background

Mappings in flash-based SSDs: Modern SSDs generally employ a page-level FTL, powered by embedded processors and
DRAM, for high performance [20, 21]. Since a host logical
page can be dynamically mapped to any flash page, an L2P
mapping table is maintained for address translation. Assuming the page size is 4KB and each mapping entry takes 4B, the
table size is about 0.1% of the SSD capacity. The table is persisted on flash memory and usually cached in DRAM for fast
lookups, which locate on the critical path of I/O processing.
When a logical page is written to a flash page, the FTL
transparently persists the reverse P2L mapping (i.e., the LPN)
and write timestamp as house-keeping metadata on flash memory for two reasons. First, data pages are periodically migrated on flash memory for GC and wear leveling purposes.
P2L mappings need to be retrieved to locate and modify the relevant L2P mappings after the migrations. Second, the mapping consistency needs to be guaranteed. The latest L2P mappings in DRAM may get lost after sudden power failures [42].
By scanning the persistent metadata, the FTL can obtain all
the PPN-LPN entries and write order of PPNs, from which
the latest L2P mappings can be restored.
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Flash management: SSDs are architected with a number
of channels connecting many flash dies, each of which is a
parallel unit for accesses [30]. It has been a common practice, especially for high-performance SSDs, to organize flash
storage in superblocks [8, 14, 20, 54, 58]. A superblock consists of flash blocks with the same offset across multiple dies.
Both space allocations for data writes and GC operations are
performed in the unit of a superblock. This has several advantages. First, the intra-SSD parallelism can be maximized.
Second, flash management is simplified due to a large granularity. Third, it facilitates die-level RAID, as parity can be
easily added in each superblock [14, 33, 67]. Finally, the FTL
can accelerate the recovery speed of L2P mappings by storing
house-keeping metadata of each superblock collectively in its
tail flash pages [8]. Then, only a small amount of tail flash
pages need to be scanned, rather than all the flash pages.
Non-volatile RAM: NVRAM technologies (e.g., PCRAM
and MRAM) have received much attention and their developments are advancing [47]. Compared to flash technologies, they offer attractive benefits, such as lower latency and
byte-addressability, but have lower bit density and higher cost.
Therefore, NVRAM complements flash memory well and has
opened up new opportunities to enhance flash-based SSDs for
various purposes [26, 28, 40, 44]. Notably, SSDs with hybrid
storage architectures have entered the market since 2019 (e.g.,
Intel Optane memory H10 with Optane memory and QLC
flash [7]) and will gain increased popularity in the near future.

3

Motivation

SSDs have been deployed in diverse storage systems [18,
19], where duplicate writes are prevalent. We illustrate this
with several examples in Section 3.1. Although duplicate
writes degrade the performance, lifetime, and space utilization
of SSDs, they can be eliminated by exploiting SSD address
remapping. We detail where and how prior studies leverage
SSD address remapping in Section 3.2 and their drawbacks
in ensuring mapping consistency in Section 3.3.

3.1

Duplicate Writes

Data Duplication. One major source of duplicate writes is
data duplication, which is commonplace [10, 39, 51, 62, 64].
For instance, in the disk images of some departmental working environments [16] and file system images collected from
smartphones [64], the data duplication rate is 8%~86% and an
average of 33%, respectively, while duplicate writes account
for 6%~28% and 22%~48% of total writes; in the three production systems at FIU, the ratios of duplicate writes range
from 33% to 92% [22].
Journaling. To guarantee write atomicity, journaling
approaches have been widely used in databases (e.g., MySQL
and SQLite) and file systems (e.g., ext4 and XFS) [24, 46].
Either before-images (e.g., rollback journaling) or afterimages (e.g., write-ahead logging) of updated pages are
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Figure 1: Examples of SSD remap operations. Duplicate
writes to LPNs L2 and L4 can be completed through address
remapping without writing flash pages. However, L2P and
P2L mappings become inconsistent, causing data corruption.
written in a dedicated log, after which updates are applied to
home/original locations in place. Such journaling introduces
double writes of data, for example, causing a worst-case slowdown of about 73% in ext4 compared to no journaling [55].
Data Relocation. Copy-on-write and log-structuring mechanisms are popular means to provide write atomicity and
write sequentiality (e.g., in Couchbase and F2FS) [35, 46].
They conduct out-of-place updates, so periodical cleaning or
compaction operations are required to reclaim storage space
occupied by stale data. In addition, file fragmentation has been
a long-standing problem that degrades the performance of file
systems. Many file systems recommend periodical defragmentation [23]. Both cleaning/compaction and defragmentation
cause data relocations and thus duplicate writes.
Data Copy and Snapshot. Data copy is a frequent behavior
of users and applications. Snapshotting, which provides pointin-time states of data volumes, is an important feature and a
common routine in storage systems [56]. These operations
may introduce duplicate writes to create physical data copies.

3.2

Exploiting SSD Address Remapping

To eliminate duplicate writes, the SSD address remapping
functionality can be utilized. Assume LPN Ly is written with
a duplicate data page copied or moved from LPN Lx. The FTL
can realize the write by remapping Ly to the flash page storing
Lx, rather than by writing a new free flash page. Such remap
operations, as shown in Figure 1, can be done quickly by
updating the relevant L2P mappings in SSD-internal DRAM.
Many prior studies have proposed to exploit SSD address
remapping in a spectrum of application scenarios, as summarized in Figure 2 and Table 1. Among the studies, a
body of works integrate a data deduplication engine inside
SSDs [16, 22, 34, 50, 63, 65].1 The engine identifies duplicate
1 Intra-SSD deduplication presents a drop-in solution that is highly desirable for two reasons. First, the detrimental effects of writes on SSDs can be
substantially alleviated without modifying the host software and consuming
host computing and memory resources. Second, data deduplication can be
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data pages written from the host (through hashing fingerprints). Instead of writing them to flash memory, they can be
remapped to existing flash pages that store the same contents.
Address remapping is also attractive for reducing journaling
overheads [17, 24, 45, 46, 60]. After data pages to be updated
are written to the log, they can be applied by remapping LPNs
of their original locations to the relevant flash pages storing
the log. Using remapping for snapshotting files [60] is straightforward, like copying data A in Figure 1. Data relocations for
cleaning [28], compaction [46], and defragmentation [23] can
be accomplished similarly to moving data C in Figure 1.
However, address remapping causes a critical mapping
inconsistency problem. Remap operations modify the L2P
mappings, but the relevant P2L mappings on flash memory
cannot be updated accordingly (because flash memory does
not support in-place updates). Such inconsistency between
L2P and P2L mappings would finally cause data corruption,
since L2P mappings would be altered incorrectly during GC
or be rebuilt falsely during power-off recovery. For example,
in Figure 1, after remapping LPN L2 (previously mapped to
PPN P2) to PPN P1 (already referenced by L1), the L2P and
P2L mappings of P1 become inconsistent ({L1, L2} → P1 vs.
P1 → L1). Then, after a GC operation migrates the data page
on PPN P1 to P10 and erases P1, L2 would still be mapped to
P1 wrongly. Consider another scenario where L2P mappings
need to be restored after a sudden power outage. An improper
L2P mapping, i.e., L2 → P2, would be recovered from the
P2L mapping, i.e., P2 → L2, persisted on flash memory.
Although several schemes have been proposed in existing
studies to cope with the mapping inconsistency, they suffer
from severe drawbacks. To facilitate in-depth analysis of the
drawbacks in Section 3.3, we classify the applications of
remapping in two dimensions. Note that remap operations
change the L2P mapping regularity from conventional 1-to-1
to M-to-1. In the first dimension, a remapping scenario is
considered as P-type, if the maximum M, namely degree of
L2P association, is predefined. Otherwise, it is U-type. For
example, data relocation and journaling are P-type (M equals
to 1 and 2, respectively), while deduplication and file copy are
U-type (M depends on content popularity and user behaviors,
respectively). In the second dimension, a remapping scenario
is D-type, if the LPNs and PPNs for future remapping are
deterministic at the time of the PPNs being written. Otherwise,
it is N-type. For instance, in write-ahead logging (D-type),
when data pages being updated are written to the log, the
LPNs of their original locations are already known.
Combining the two dimensions (P/U-type and D/N-type),
applications of SSD address remapping are divided into three
types (PD, PN, and UN), as shown in Figure 2. The UD type
is not applicable because the U type and D type contradict
with each other.
implemented efficiently by utilizing the FTL’s functionalities (e.g., address
remapping and GC) [16]. Also, a hardware hash unit can be employed [22].
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Name
JFTL [17]
ANViL [60]
CAFTL [16],
CA-SSD [22]
Janusd [23]
Copyless copy [45]
SHARE [46]
PebbleSSD [28]
WAL-SSD [24]

Table 1: Prior studies exploiting SSD address remapping.
Schemes for mapping
Applications of remapping
consistency guarantee
Write-ahead logging (WAL)
None
Snapshots, data deduplication, WAL
Intra-SSD data deduplication
File system defragmentation
WAL, intra-SSD data deduplication
WAL, compaction, tree wandering
in copy-on-write databases
Cleaning
in log-structured file systems
WAL

Figure 2: Applications of SSD address remapping. They
can be classified according to characteristics of remapping.

3.3

Schemes for Mapping Consistency

To address the mapping inconsistency problem caused by remapping, several schemes have been proposed, as listed in
Table 1. Taking all types of remapping scenarios into consideration, the common scheme adopted in [16, 22, 23, 45, 46] is
to maintain a dedicated log on flash memory for persisting the
P2L mappings changed by remapping. This scheme is referred
to as Remap-SSD-FLog in Section 5. Its major drawback is
that it requires scanning the entire log to retrieve certain P2L
mappings during every GC operation and power-off recovery.
Especially, the log size increases continuously and could grow
very large as remap operations are used. Assume the SSD
capacity is 4TB, page size is 4KB, and each log entry for a
page remap operation takes at least 12B (e.g., 4B PPN + 4B
LPN + 4B timestamp). When 5% or 20% of data pages have
been remapped (these ratios are quite reasonable, considering the popularity of duplicate writes discussed in Section
3.1), the log size is as large as 600MB or 2.4GB, respectively. Hence, the lookup overheads of P2L mappings would
increase over time and finally become exceedingly high. It
would not be an effective solution to add high-speed NVRAM
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Major drawbacks
N/A

Maintain a dedicated log
on flash memory to record
P2L mappings changed by
address remapping

High lookup overheads
of P2L mappings
during GC,

Replace (fixed-size) flash OOB
with byte-addressable NVRAM
Write the predetermined LPN
for future remapping to flash OOB

Only apply in P-type
remapping scenarios
Only apply in PD-type
remapping scenarios

poor scalability

for storing the log (denoted as Remap-SSD-NLog in Section
5). This is because the scanning process would still be very
time-consuming, e.g., from tens of milliseconds to seconds
when the log size is hundreds of megabytes.
To confine the lookup overheads, Janusd [23] sets a limit
on the log size and reclaims obsolete mapping entries periodically. However, remap operations have to be disabled when
the number of valid entries reaches the limit. Additionally,
high reclamation overheads are introduced, i.e., reading and
re-writing the entire log on flash memory.
PebbleSSD [28] proposes an NVRAM-enhanced scheme,
which replaces the fixed-size OOB area in flash pages with
byte-addressable NVRAM. Therefore, P2L mappings of
remapped data pages can be updated in place in the NVRAM
OOB, retaining consistent with the L2P mappings. However,
due to the limited OOB size, this scheme only fits in P-type
remapping scenarios, where the maximum degree of L2P association is limited and small. For UN-type remapping, where
the degree of L2P association may be high, large NVRAM
OOB area would be required. This would greatly increase
the cost. Moreover, NVRAM space utilization would be low,
since not all flash pages have high degrees of L2P association.
By utilizing the property of PD-type remapping, WALSSD [24] writes the predetermined LPN for future remapping
to the OOB area when the relevant flash page is written. Thus,
the L2P and P2L mappings of the flash page are consistent
after the predefined remap operation. This scheme is only applicable for PD-type remapping scenarios, because the LPNs
for future remapping are totally uncertain in N-type scenarios.
In summary, existing SSD designs that exploit address remapping restrict the application scenarios and/or usage frequency of remapping severely, mainly due to the L2P and
P2L mapping inconsistency problem. Furthermore, simply
enhancing the SSD with extra NVRAM is inadequate to remove the restrictions. As a consequence, the full potential of
SSD address remapping is largely underutilized.
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Figure 3: Overview of Remap-SSD. The SSD supports a remap primitive, which can be invoked by host software (ÌÍ) or the
FTL internally (e.g., by an intra-SSD deduplication engine Ë). To guarantee the L2P and P2L mapping consistency, remapping
metadata entries are persisted in NVRAM segments that are exclusively allocated to each flash superblock on demand.

4

Design

In this section, we present a novel SSD design, called RemapSSD. The goal is to maximize the utilization of address
remapping in diverse application scenarios and meanwhile
maintain the L2P and P2L mapping consistency efficiently.

4.1

Overview of Remap-SSD

Remap-SSD provides a remap primitive at the firmware/FTL
level, which embodies the address remapping utility, as shown
in Figure 3. The primitive is exposed to the host software as
a vendor specific command, which is supported inherently
in current interface techniques (e.g., NVMe and SATA).
Through the primitive, applications and file systems can copy
or relocate data pages without performing flash writes. Furthermore, the primitive can be used internally by the FTL,
e.g., to eliminate writes of duplicate data when an intra-SSD
deduplication engine is employed.
The remap primitive is formatted as remap(tgtLPN,
srcLPN, length, remapFlag) (tgt: target, src: source). It
remaps a range of LPNs between tgtLPN and tgtLPN +
length - 1 to the flash pages currently mapped to the range
of LPNs between srcLPN and srcLPN + length - 1. The
remapFlag parameter is a 1-bit flag indicating whether the
source LPNs should be deallocated/invalidated or not after remapping. For data relocations, the corresponding flash pages
should no longer be mapped to source LPNs (remapFlag
= 1). Regarding data copies, the L2P mappings of source
LPNs are retained (remapFlag = 0) and the degrees of L2P
association of relevant flash pages increase by one. Both remapping and invalidation of LPNs are realized by directly
modifying the L2P mapping table in SSD-internal DRAM.
Another notable feature of Remap-SSD is a hybrid storage
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architecture consisting of flash memory and byte-addressable
NVRAM. Flash memory is organized in superblocks for data
storage. Each superblock consists of flash blocks with the
same offset across all flash dies. Besides P2L mappings and
write timestamps that are persisted on flash memory along
with data pages, Remap-SSD stores additional house-keeping
metadata on NVRAM for address remapping, called remapping metadata (RMM). Whenever an LPN is remapped to a
flash page, a RMM entry that includes the changed P2L mapping is written to NVRAM. A remap command is considered to
be completed successfully only after the involved L2P mappings have been modified in DRAM and the relevant RMM
entries have been persisted on NVRAM. Modifications of
L2P mappings are not required to be persisted because they
can be recovered from house-keeping metadata (see Section
4.5). Thus, remap operations can be carried out quickly.
We introduce how to manage RMM entries on NVRAM in
Section 4.2, which is the key to solve the problems of highoverhead lookups and poor scalability in the exiting solution
(Remap-SSD-FLog). Details of RMM, which guarantee the
mapping consistency and remapping atomicity, are described
in Section 4.3. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 present how Remap-SSD
performs GC operations and power-off recovery, respectively.

4.2

Co-management of Flash and NVRAM

Naively logging RMM entries would result in an expensive
scan of the log for every lookup of P2L mappings, as analyzed
in Section 3.3. To address this challenge, Remap-SSD takes
advantage of a key observation that a flash superblock is the
basic unit of free space allocations (for data writes) and GC
operations. This observation delivers a favorable conclusion
that retrievals of P2L mappings are always performed in the
granularity of a flash superblock.
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P2L mappings are retrieved during GC and power-off recovery. In each GC operation, the FTL selects a victim flash
superblock, where valid data pages are read out and written
to a free flash superblock. Before the migrations, valid P2L
mappings of the victim superblock need to be retrieved so
that the involved L2P mappings can be updated to point to
new physical locations. After the migrations, the victim superblock can be erased and become free. The main process of
power-off recovery is rebuilding the latest L2P mapping table
based on house-keeping metadata of data pages that have been
persisted on flash memory. This process starts with scanning
the house-keeping metadata in write time order. Since data
pages and their house-keeping metadata are written to flash
memory superblock by superblock, P2L mappings of data
pages in a superblock are examined together.
Based on the conclusion, Remap-SSD manages flash memory and NVRAM synergistically. The NVRAM volume is
divided into fixed-size segments, which are exclusively allocated to a flash superblock on demand to store its RMM
entries. A segment validity bitmap (SV-bitmap) is maintained
in DRAM or NVRAM to indicate whether each segment is
used or free. Each segment is partitioned into slots, which are
written with RMM entries in a log-structured manner. When
any data page in a flash superblock is remapped, the relevant
RMM entry is appended in the free NVRAM segment allocated to the superblock (e.g., Ì in Figure 3). If the superblock
has no segments yet (e.g., Í in Figure 3) or the segment in
use is full (e.g., Ë in Figure 3), a new free segment is assigned
first. We refer to the NVRAM segments that belong to a flash
superblock as a segment group. A group contains zero or an
unfixed number of segments, which are linked together.
An NVRAM segment group is actually a small and
size-varied local log of remapping metadata for a flash superblock.2 Compared with scanning a single global log for
retrieving P2L mappings during GC in prior studies (i.e.,
Remap-SSD-FLog), Remap-SSD achieves fast lookups by
scanning only a segment group. Meanwhile, Remap-SSD is
adaptive to workloads and has high NVRAM utilization.

4.3

Remapping Metadata

Contents of RMM entries should be carefully designed to
serve three goals: mapping consistency, atomicity of remap
operations, and space efficiency.
First, the changed P2L mapping and timestamp of an LPN
remapping should be recorded for power-off recovery of L2P
mappings. Recall that a remap operation is to remap a target
LPN to the PPN that is currently mapped to a source LPN; if
it is a relocation-based remapping (remapFlag=1), the source
LPN needs to be deallocated. The P2L mapping contains four
fields: a pair of target LPN and PPN, a remapping flag, and
an alterable field, i.e., a source LPN if the flag is set or null
2 For

SSDs that do not employ a superblock-based FTL, our design still
applies and the only change is that the granularity becomes a flash block.
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value otherwise. Without the last two fields, deallocations of
source LPNs could not be recognized and then L2P mappings
of source LPNs may be revived undesirably after power-off
recovery.3 The timestamp can be virtual time. In the current
implementation, we use the number of host write/remap operations that have been performed in the SSD, i.e., write/remap
sequence number for short.
Second, atomicity of remap operations should be maintained, as their executions may be disrupted by sudden power
outages. We distinguish two atomicity levels: remapping atomicity and command atomicity. The former refers to the atomicity of remapping a single LPN, or more precisely, write
atomicity of a RMM entry on NVRAM. A partially updated
or written RMM entry would result in improper power-off
recovery of L2P and P2L mappings and thus data corruption.
A remap command includes one or multiple RMM entries
that may scatter in several NVRAM segments. Command
atomicity implies atomic remap commands. If the write of
any RMM entry in a remap command fails, all the mapping
changes caused by the command should be discarded.
Partial updates of RMM entries have been avoided by the
log structure of NVRAM segments. Remap-SSD must be
able to further detect incomplete writes of RMM entries on
NVRAM for remapping atomicity, and moreover, recognize
whether all the RMM entries of a remap command have been
persisted successfully for command atomicity. This can be
achieved by adding extra fields in each RMM entry.
Modern processors generally support 8-byte atomic writes
to NVRAM [68]. Remap-SSD configures RMM entry size
to be a multiple of 8 bytes, say K ∗ 8 bytes. As K is larger
than one, Remap-SSD adopts a simple tornbit mechanism
implemented by Mnemosyne [59] to guarantee atomic writes
of RMM entries. In every 8 bytes, a single torn bit is preserved.
NVRAM segments are initialized to zeros when allocated for
use. Completely written entries will have all K torn bits set as
ones, while incomplete entries, which have at least one zero
torn bit, will be discarded during power-off recovery.
If command atomicity is desired, three more fields are required in a RMM entry: the start LPN and length of the remap
command, a command atomicity flag indicating whether the
remap command is required to be atomic. Each remap command can be identified by its write/remap sequence number.
When RMM entries on NVRAM are scanned during poweroff recovery, a remap command is successfully executed only
if all the RMM entries in its LPN range are found to be intact.
Otherwise, the remap command is partially performed and
will be abandoned to guarantee command atomicity.
Current applications commonly require remapping atomicity. This resembles regular SSDs, where single-page write
atomicity is guaranteed and maybe only some of data pages
in a write command are persisted after a sudden power outage. Atomic remap commands are similar to the advanced
3 The

interface protocols may require an SSD to return an error or some
deterministic value (e.g., zeros) when a deallocated LPN is read [4].
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Table 2: Remapping metadata entry.
First 8 bytes
Second 8 bytes
0
Torn bit
64
Torn bit
Flash page offset
65-95
Target LPN
1-21
in superblock
96
Remapping flag
Write/Remap
Null or
22-63
97-127
sequence number
source LPN
atomic-write primitives proposed in [49,52] and NVMe specification [4]. Although these atomic commands are not widely
used yet, they provide an option to reduce the complexity and
overheads for atomicity assurance in the host software. In the
current implementation, Remap-SSD ensures only remapping
atomicity by default.
The third goal of elaborating a RMM entry is to improve
the space efficiency, which can be realized by compacting its
fields. The target PPN is replaced by its physical page offset
in the resident flash superblock, as each NVRAM segment is
dedicated to a specific superblock. Also, the unused bits in
LPN fields can be utilized. Assuming the SSD capacity and
page size are 4TB and 4KB, respectively, a 4B LPN field can
spare two bits for holding the torn bit and/or remapping flag.
Table 2 shows an example layout of a RMM entry, whose size
is 16B. The entry size can be extended to 24B, if any fields
demand more bits or command atomicity is required.
Besides RMM entries, each NVRAM segment contains a
segment metadata entry in its head slot. This entry stores a
flash superblock ID which the segment is associated with, the
current write/remap sequence number, a segment sequence
number among the segments allocated to the superblock, and
a next segment ID that links the segments in a group. The
former three fields are written immediately when the segment
is allocated, while the next segment ID is written when the
segment is full and a next free segment is allocated. The association relationships between flash superblocks and NVRAM
segments can be restored from segment metadata entries.

4.4

Garbage Collection

Both the writes of data pages to flash superblocks and RMM
entries to NVRAM segments are conducted in a log-structured
fashion. Thus, GC is required to reclaim invalid flash pages
and invalid RMM entries.
When free flash superblocks run out, a flash GC operation
is triggered on a victim superblock (e.g., with the most invalid
pages). Since address remapping is enabled, a flash page may
be referenced by multiple LPNs. Only flash pages without any
references are invalid and can be recycled. The FTL maintains
a reference counting table (RC-table) to track the number of
references to each flash page. Consider the number of writes
on most duplicate data is small (e.g., smaller than ten [16,34]).
Four-bit counters are used by default.
NVRAM GC is performed both passively and actively.
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Reclamation of a flash superblock causes a passive recycle
on its NVRAM segment group. An active recycle is triggered
when free NVRAM segments run out. The NVRAM segment
group with the most invalid RMM entries will be selected as
the victim. Invalid RMM entries are those whose P2L mappings are not consistent with the latest L2P mappings. The FTL
tracks the number of invalid RMM entries in each segment
group. Specifically, a bitmap is used to indicate whether the
current L2P mapping of each LPN is established by a remap
or write operation, called LR-bitmap. When a remapped LPN
is remapped again or written to a new PPN, the number of
invalid RMM entries in the segment group of the flash superblock where the stale PPN resides increases by one. To
recycle a segment group, RMM entries in it are checked,
where valid entries are migrated to a new group of free segments and invalid ones are discarded. Then, the stale segment
group is zeroed to be free.
The usage of address remapping is limited by both the reference counting capability and the NVRAM capacity. If the
counter of a flash page reaches its maximum, remapping to
this page is prohibited. Also, if all the NVRAM segments are
filled with valid RMM entries, remap operations are disabled.
It is important to note that these two cases do not mean RemapSSD would return a failure on the relevant remap command
and require the host software to perform error handling. Instead, Remap-SSD internally transforms the prevented remap
operations to regular physical writes of duplicate data pages,
which is transparent to the host. Therefore, host software can
maximize the utilization of remap commands without concerning the operational details inside the SSD. In addition, to
restrain NVRAM GC overheads, remap operations are disabled when the ratio of valid RMM entries is larger than a
high watermark (95% by default).

4.5

Power-off Recovery

Power-off recovery aims to recover the FTL to a consistent
state with the latest mappings after sudden power outages.
The key is to ensure P2L mappings of data pages that have
been written on flash memory are persistent. Then, the most
recent L2P mapping table can be rebuilt from P2L mappings.
Remap-SSD maintains head and tail metadata in each flash
superblock for fast power-off recovery, similar to conventional
SSDs [8]. When a flash superblock is allocated, head metadata
are written first before any data writes, including at least the
type, write timestamp, and erase count of the superblock. The
type indicates whether the superblock stores host data pages
or FTL metadata or other vendor-specific information. Write
timestamps preserve the write order of superblocks. Note that
flash pages in a block must be written sequentially and blocks in a superblock can be written in parallel. Remap-SSD
chooses the first flash page of the Xth block in a superblock
to keep head metadata, where X is the modulus of superblock
ID and the number of blocks each superblock contains. This
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Figure 4: Persistent metadata for power-off recovery. WSN:
write/remap sequence number, PPO: physical page offset in
the superblock. The latest L2P mappings can be rebuilt from
persistent metadata in flash superblocks and NVRAM.
enables concurrent reads to head metadata of different superblocks. Tail metadata are retained in the last several flash
pages in each data superblock. They collectively hold the P2L
mappings and write/remap sequence numbers of data pages
that have been written in the superblock.
Power-off recovery of Remap-SSD relies on the head and
tail metadata in flash superblocks and remapping metadata in
NVRAM segments, as shown in Figure 4. The main recovery
procedure includes three steps. First, head metadata of all
flash superblocks are read to identify superblocks storing host
data, which are organized in write time order. Second, tail
metadata of superblocks are scanned in write time order, from
which we can obtain the L2P mapping table established by
data page writes and these writes’ timestamps. The poweroff recovery of traditional SSDs ends after this step. Third,
Remap-SSD examines all NVRAM segments. Based on intact
RMM entries whose timestamps are more recent than the
write timestamps of relevant data pages, the changes to L2P
mappings caused by the latest remap operations are applied.
As the latest L2P mapping table has been recovered, the RCtable is also acquired. Moreover, segment metadata entries are
used to restore the SV-bitmap and association relationships
between flash superblocks and NVRAM segment groups.

4.6

Discussion

Hybrid Storage Architecture. One might wonder whether it
is necessary for Remap-SSD to employ a hybrid storage architecture or whether NVRAM segments can be replaced by
reserved flash pages. We argue that pure flash storage is not
adequate to address the mapping inconsistency problem. This
is mainly due to the size discrepancy between RMM entry
and flash write unit. If NVRAM is not adopted, for each flash
superblock containing remapped data, its RMM entries would
have to be cached in DRAM and accumulate to a page size
before being written to a flash page. Then, there would be
a large amount of cached entries (from many superblocks)
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facing the risk of loss if sudden power outages occur. It is
feasible to use supercapacitors for some level of power loss
protection and periodically flush cached entries. However,
this would lead to write amplification and underutilized storage space when cached entries of a superblock cannot fill a
page. Also, supercapacitors increase the cost and raise new
reliability concerns (e.g., aging effect [11]).
We should note that adding NVRAM in Remap-SSD has
high cost-efficiency. The requirement for NVRAM capacity
is small. Writes of every 1GB duplicate data through address
remapping only produce 4MB RMM. In contrast, the utilization of remapping brings large savings on storage space and
cost. Assume PCRAM, whose bit cost is roughly 5 times that
of flash memory [47], is in use. The cost of storing RMM on
PCRAM is only about 2% of the cost of storing duplicate data
on flash memory. On the other hand, given 1GB NVRAM,
which can accommodate a maximum of 256GB duplicate
data, its cost can be compensated as long as 5GB flash storage space is saved. In addition, the NVRAM lifetime is not
a concern, since NVRAM has more than 1,000 times better
write endurance than flash memory.
Metadata Overheads. Compared with traditional SSDs
whose address remapping ability is not exposed, Remap-SSD
introduces extra metadata overheads. First, remapping metadata and segment metadata are stored in NVRAM. The NVRAM capacity limits the maximum number of valid RMM
entries and thus unique LPNs that can be remapped. The segment metadata size is inversely proportional to the segment
size, for example, 1.6% of NVRAM capacity when the segment size is 1KB. Second, the SV-bitmap (see Section 4.2),
RC-table, and LR-bitmap (see Section 4.4) are maintained in
DRAM or NVRAM (if DRAM is too small). The SV-bitmap
size is negligible. The sizes of RC-table and LR-bitmap are
proportional to the physical and logical capacities of the SSD,
respectively. Assume the logical and physical capacities of
the SSD are 4TB and 5TB, respectively, and the page size is
4KB. The RC-table (with 4-bit counters) size in Remap-SSD
is 640MB, while that (with 1-bit counters) in conventional
SSDs is 160MB. The LR-bitmap occupies 128MB space and
can be embedded into the L2P mapping table if its PPN field
has any unused bit.

5
5.1

Case Studies and Evaluation
Experimental Setups

To evaluate Remap-SSD, we perform three case studies with
various applications: intra-SSD deduplication, write-ahead
logging in SQLite, and cleaning in F2FS. Remap-SSD is compared with one scheme, called NoRemap-SSD, which does
not exploit SSD address remapping, and three other schemes,
which exploit SSD address remapping but differentiate in
how to guarantee the mapping consistency. Remap-SSD-FLog
maintains a dedicated log of RMM entries stored on parallel
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(a) Normalized performance (10% duplicate data). (b) Normalized performance (30% duplicate data). (c) Flash write amplification (30% duplicate data).

Figure 5: Intra-SSD deduplication with 10% and 30% data duplication ratios. Performance (bandwidth or throughput)
numbers are normalized to those of NoRemap-SSD, which does not perform deduplication. Remap-SSD-FLog, Remap-SSDNLog, and Remap-SSD are evaluated in each workload with three log/NVRAM sizes, i.e., 40MB, 80MB, and 120MB. Flash
write amplifications (lower is better) with 10% duplicate data are not shown as they present similar insights to Figure (c).
flash dies. This scheme corresponds to the commonly adopted
solution in existing studies listed in Table 1. Remap-SSDNLog enhances Remap-SSD-FLog by using NVRAM to store
the log. Remap-SSD-Opt is an optimal case assuming RMM
entries can always be retrieved in O(1) time. It also represents prior studies (i.e., PebbleSSD [28] and WAL-SSD [24])
that target only specific applications of remapping. The maximum usage of remapping in Remap-SSD-FLog, Remap-SSDNLog, and Remap-SSD is restricted by the log/NVRAM size,
while Remap-SSD-Opt has no limit. The NVRAM segment
size is set as 1KB by default in Remap-SSD.
Most experiments are conducted on FEMU, a QEMUbased NVMe SSD emulator [38]. FEMU runs in a machine
with 3.80GHz 16-core Intel i7-9800X CPU and 64GB DRAM.
The emulated SSD is configured with 32GB logical capacity
plus 4GB over-provisioning space (the total capacity is limited by DRAM size of the machine). Every flash block has
1024 pages whose size is 4KB. Each superblock contains 16
blocks, since the SSD consists of 16 parallel dies (each die
has one plane). The flash read, write, and erase latencies are
50µs, 500µs, and 5ms, respectively. The NVRAM read and
write latencies are 50ns and 500ns per 64B, respectively. In
addition, we carry out some experiments of intra-SSD deduplication on SSDsim, a popular SSD simulator [25], to evaluate
the schemes with a larger SSD and real-world traces. The
simulated SSD has 256GB/288GB logical/physical capacity
and 32 dies, while the flash block size remains unchanged.
Write-dominant workloads are used for evaluation, since our
work aims to reduce duplicate writes.

5.2

Intra-SSD Deduplication

Intra-SSD deduplication is a case worthwhile for studying
for two reasons. First, data duplication incurs extensive duplicate writes, demanding the exploitation of address remapping.
Second, deduplication generates complex UN-type remapping behaviors, similar to those in copying or snapshotting
files. Such behaviors challenge the schemes for maintaining
mapping consistency, so their efficiency differences can be
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clearly presented. In all the schemes excluding NoRemapSSD, we implement a deduplication engine in the FTL, similar
to CAFTL [16]. The FTL maintains a hash-based fingerprint
store and computes the fingerprint of each logical data page
written from the host. We assume a hardware hash unit is used
and the computational overhead is 32µs [22]. If a fingerprint
hits the store, the remap primitive is used to map the logical
page to be written to the existing logical page that has the
same content. Otherwise, the fingerprint is unique and added
to the store and the logical page is written to flash memory.
We conduct two sets of experiments on FEMU-SSD running benchmark tools and on SSDsim running real-world
traces. Benchmarks include the fileserver and oltp workloads
in filebench [2], updating RocksDB with a zipfian request
distribution in YCSB [6], and random-write workload (fiorandw for short) in fio [3]. These benchmarks do not include
content locality in their data sets. Thus, we use their I/O
patterns and simulate contents of logical data pages using a
zipf distribution, which has been verified in characterizing
the content popularity [22]. The distribution is expressed by
P(ti ) = C/tia , where, C = 1/(∑Ni=1 ti−a ), N is the number of
unique contents in the data set, a is the zipf parameter representing the skewness in content popularity. We set a as 0.2 and
the data duplication ratio as 10% or 30% (N equals to 90% or
70% of the total number of logical data pages, respectively).
Real-workload traces include homes and mail, collected from
production systems at FIU [22]. They contain real fingerprints
of data pages, which can be used for deduplication.
Figure 5 shows the performance and flash write amplifications (WAs) of the five schemes when data duplication ratio
is 10% and 30%. The performance metric is bandwidth or
throughput (operations per second), which is measured by
benchmark tools. The WA results from valid data migrations
during GC and is calculated as the ratio between total flash
page writes and host page writes. Compared to NoRemapSSD, the other schemes significantly improve the storage
performance (e.g., by 1.5~8.2 times in Remap-SSD-Opt) and
reduce the WA below one (e.g., by 40.5%~80.4% in RemapSSD-Opt). Such benefits stem from intra-SSD data dedupli-
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(a) SSD bandwidth in homes.

(b) SSD bandwidth in mail.

Figure 6: Intra-SSD deduplication with real-world traces.
Bandwidth values are normalized to those of Remap-SSD-Opt.
Different log/NVRAM sizes, 160MB, 320MB, and 640MB,
are evaluated (SSD capacity is 256GB). Bandwidths of
NoRemap-SSD are 6~40 times lower than those of the other
schemes and are not shown in the figures.

(a) Normalized performance.

(b) Flash write amplification.

Figure 7: Impacts of NVRAM segment size in Remap-SSD
under intra-SSD deduplication (10% duplicate data). The
NVRAM size is 40MB. With a larger NVRAM, the impacts
of segment size decrease.
cation, which completes host writes of duplicate data through
quick remap operations without performing flash page writes.
Moreover, deduplication reduces the GC overheads since it
results in smaller storage space consumption and thus larger
over-provisioning space.
For the three schemes that log remapping metadata (i.e.,
Remap-SSD-FLog, Remap-SSD-NLog, and Remap-SSD), the
log/NVRAM size is a critical factor that affects their performance and WA. When the log/NVRAM size is enlarged,
the performance increases because more RMM entries or
remap operations can be afforded. With 30% data duplication ratio, 17%~34% of remap operations are demoted to
regular flash writes (because the log/NVRAM is full) when
the log/NVRAM size is 40MB. The percentages become up
to 4.5% and 0%, respectively, when the log/NVRAM sizes
are 80MB and 120MB. Compared to Remap-SSD-FLog and
Remap-SSD-NLog, Remap-SSD improves the performance
by an average of 20.2% and 17%, respectively, when the
log/NVRAM size is 40MB. The improvements increase to
38.5% and 24.3% for an 80MB log/NVRAM, and further to
44.3% and 26.8% for a 120MB log/NVRAM. The main reason behind these performance improvements is that RemapSSD-FLog and Remap-SSD-NLog suffer from high overheads of scanning the entire log, no matter on flash memory
or faster NVRAM, in every GC operation. The larger the log
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size is, the higher the overheads are. In contrast, Remap-SSD
always achieves fast lookups by maintaining a small local log
for each GC unit on demand, rather than a global log.
On the other hand, Remap-SSD has slightly higher WAs
than Remap-SSD-FLog and Remap-SSD-NLog when the
log/NVRAM size is small, such as an average of 4.5% and
2.3% for log/NVRAM sizes of 40MB and 80MB, respectively.
When the log/NVRAM size increases to 120MB, the three
schemes obtain similar WAs. This is because Remap-SSD
allocates NVRAM segments for separate local logs and may
leave some segments underutilized, while Remap-SSD-FLog
and Remap-SSD-NLog can fully utilize the flash/NVRAM
log space and undertake more remap operations. When a
larger log/NVRAM is used, the gaps on space utilization and
remapping efficiency narrow.
We also study the performance of Remap-SSD with a
larger SSD and real-world traces, as shown in Figure 6. Before running each trace, we age the SSD by issuing random
writes until flash GC is triggered and by filling NVRAM
with 70% valid RMM entries with random LPNs. When the
log/NVRAM size is 160MB, 320MB, and 640MB, RemapSSD averagely improves the performance by 10.7%, 32.1%,
and 97.3%, compared to Remap-SSD-FLog, and 7.2%, 22%,
and 62.6% compared to Remap-SSD-NLog, respectively. Furthermore, Remap-SSD has close performance to Remap-SSDOpt, e.g., an average of 2.1% and up to 6.2% lower performance. These results demonstrate rapidly increasing performance overheads of employing a global log when the log size
grows and, on the other hand, the good scalability of RemapSSD. Besides, the three schemes have similar WAs (not shown
in figures), as segmenting large NVRAM in Remap-SSD negligibly degrades the space utilization.
Figure 7 shows sensitivity studies on the NVRAM segment
size in Remap-SSD. A larger segment size results in trivial
performance degradations and slight WA increases. This is because space utilization of NVRAM decreases as the allocation
unit is enlarged. We set the segment size as 1KB by default,
despite marginally higher segment metadata overheads.
From above results, we can make two conclusions. First,
maintaining a global log for remapping metadata causes significant performance overheads, which are proportional to the
log size. Second, Remap-SSD provides an efficient and scalable scheme that can maximize the utilization of SSD address
remapping while ensuring the mapping consistency. When the
NVRAM size increases, Remap-SSD’s performance does not
degrade and keeps comparable with that of Remap-SSD-Opt.

5.3

Write-ahead Logging in SQLite

Write-ahead logging (WAL) is a widely used approach for
transactional atomicity in databases and file systems [24].
All modifications on the database file are written to a WAL
file and then applied to original locations during checkpoint
operations. With Remap-SSD, checkpointing writes can be
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(a) SSD bandwidth under fillrandom workload.

(b) SSD bandwidth under fillseq workload.

(c) Flash page writes.

Figure 8: Performance results of SQLite. Numbers of flash page writes are normalized to those of NoRemap-SSD.
realized through the remap primitive, i.e., remapping LPNs of
original locations to those in the WAL file. We use SQLite, a
popular database [5], to verify Remap-SSD on reducing WAL
overheads. One issue is that data pages in the SQLite WAL
file are not page-aligned because they are interleaved with
frame headers [37]. To make data pages aligned, we simply
store frame headers collectively in reserved pages. The remap
primitive is implemented as a new NVMe command and is
invoked by SQLite through an extended ioctl system call.
We use the db_bench benchmark [1] to test SQLite (synchronous=NORMAL). Two tests are conducted: one writes
1.6 million values in random key order (fillrandom) and the
other writes 1.5 million values in sequential key order (fillseq).
The value size is 16KB. Figure 8 shows the SSD bandwidth
over time and the numbers of total flash page writes of different schemes. Remap operations are counted in measuring
the bandwidth. The log/NVRAM size is 80MB.
In each test, NoRemap-SSD sustains two sharp performance drops, e.g., at the time around 500s and 1000s in Figure
8(a). The first drop is because the SSD has undergone a full
disk write and begins to conduct GC operations. At this time,
the working set (i.e., the number of valid unique LPNs) size
is moderate. As invalid flash pages has accumulated to a high
level, GC overheads are small. Then, the working set grows
and invalid flash pages are reclaimed over time, increasing the
GC overheads significantly. This leads to the second performance drop. We can see the schemes that exploit SSD address
remapping postpone the first performance drop and avoid the
second drop, because remapping enables single-write WAL
and largely reduces flash writes, e.g., by 44.5% on average
(see Figure 8(c)). Also, the schemes with remapping finish
the tests much faster than NoRemap-SSD. In addition, SSD
bandwidth increases over time up to the first drop in Figure
8(a). The reason is that the ratio of reads, which originate
from read-modify-write operations for small random updates,
rises and the SSD processes reads faster than writes.
Remap-SSD always outperforms Remap-SSD-FLog and
Remap-SSD-NLog, e.g., by an average of 15.1% and 7.8%,
respectively, in the two workloads after GC has been triggered. Notably, Remap-SSD-FLog suffers from two bandwidth drops at time 540s and 845s in fillrandom. This owes to
reclaiming invalid RMM entries in the log on flash memory,
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which is slower than that in Remap-SSD-NLog. The reclamation requires reading the entire log, writing back valid entries,
and erasing flash blocks. In contrast, Remap-SSD looks up
and reclaims RMM entries in a small unit, i.e., a segment
group, whose largest size is found to be 117KB in the experiments of SQLite. These results exhibit the efficiency of RMM
management in Remap-SSD.
We notice that there is a performance inversion between
the schemes with remapping and NoRemap-SSD after the
first performance drop at around 600s in Figure 8(b). This
is attributed to higher GC overheads in the schemes with remapping. On the one hand, the schemes with remapping have
a larger working set size than NoRemap-SSD at that time due
to higher write bandwidth. On the other hand, despite eliminating WAL overheads, remapping reduces the number of
invalid flash pages and thus GC efficiency. In NoRemap-SSD,
the WAL file is overwritten repeatedly when it becomes full
and its contents have been applied to the database file. Such
overwrites lead to invalidation of flash pages that store obsolete WAL contents. By contrast, these flash pages remain valid
in the schemes with remapping, because they are remapped
to and referenced by relevant logical pages in the database
file. As the working set size grows and invalid flash pages
are reclaimed by GC over time in NoRemap-SSD, its GC
overheads increase and the performance inversion between it
and Remap-SSD ends.

5.4

Cleaning in F2FS

Considering the detrimental effects of random writes on SSDs,
log-structured file systems naturally fit for SSDs and have
drawn close attention [35]. They provide write sequentiality
by organizing data in logs. However, cleaning is required to
reclaim invalid data blocks. Similar to and independent from
intra-SSD GC, the log cleaning process includes migrating
valid data blocks and thus introduces duplicate writes. We
modify F2FS, a state-of-the-art and popular log-structured file
system designed for flash devices [35], to utilize the remap
primitive for migrating valid data blocks at almost zero cost.
Two workloads are used for testing F2FS: the fileserver
workload in filebench, updating MongoDB with a zipfian request distribution in YCSB [6]. Each test consists of three
successive phases: (1) running the workload to generate in-
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(a) fileserver in filebench.

(b) YCSB on MongoDB.

Figure 9: Speedups in F2FS. Performance is normalized to
that of NoRemap-SSD. The log/NVRAM size is 80MB.
valid data blocks in F2FS; (2) manually triggering cleaning
operations until all invalid data blocks in F2FS are reclaimed;
(3) running the workload for the second time for performance
evaluation. Figure 9 shows the speedups of the schemes with
remapping over NoRemap-SSD on above three phases. The
utilization of SSD address remapping accelerates the cleaning
process (i.e., the second phase) by an average of 28.3% and
improves F2FS performance at runtime by up to 50%. The
cleaning process includes a large number of remap operations. Then, Remap-SSD-FLog and Remap-SSD-NLog contain much more RMM entries in the log in the third phase than
in the first phase. As a result, average performance improvements of Remap-SSD over Remap-SSD-FLog and RemapSSD-NLog are 2.8% and 4% in the first phase but increase
to 19.1% and 11.6% in the third phase, respectively. These
results verify the efficiency and scalability of Remap-SSD in
exploiting SSD address remapping.

6

Related Work

Innovative SSD architectures have been an active field of
study in both academia and industry. Below we discuss some
representative designs in two areas related to Remap-SSD,
i.e., novel SSD interfaces and hybrid SSD architectures.
Novel SSD interfaces. The conventional block interface impedes hardware-software co-designs that can maximally exploit the performance characteristics of flash storage. Hence,
several new SSD interfaces have been devised. A number
of designs employ remap or similar primitives to reduce duplicate writes by utilizing the SSD address remapping utility [16, 17, 23, 24, 28, 45, 46, 60]. Compared to these designs,
Remap-SSD avoids their limitations on the usage of remapping (see Section 3) by solving the mapping inconsistency
problem in an efficient manner.
Atomic-write interfaces have also been proposed by leveraging the copy-on-write nature of the FTL [31, 49, 52].
Through the interfaces, the burden of ensuring transactional
atomicity can be removed from the host software. To eliminate redundant log layers across the storage stack and
provide predicable performance, the open-channel and ZNS
(zoned namespaces) interfaces allow the host to directly manipulate data layout on flash memory [13, 36, 48]. Recently,
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key-value (KV) interfaces [29, 32, 61] and dual block- and
byte-addressable interfaces [9, 12] have been presented for
SSDs. KV-SSDs consolidate KV management with the FTL
to provide high-performance and scalable KV stores. Dualinterface SSDs open a fast and fine-grained path to access
SSDs. Besides, Willow [53] proposed a user-programmable
SSD that enables flexible interactions between the host and
SSD. These schemes and Remap-SSD share the same design
philosophy of breaking the block interface.
Hybrid SSD architectures. To address the idiosyncrasies
of flash memory and take advantage of emerging NVRAM
technologies, hybrid SSD architectures have been studied. NVRAM can be used in different ways for various purposes, e.g.,
to store the L2P mapping table for fast and energy-efficient
address translation [26], to absorb small updates to data pages
on flash memory [57], to replace flash OOB for supporting
byte-addressable metadata [28], and to store intra-SSD RAID
parity for reducing parity updating overheads [27, 67]. These
efforts along with Remap-SSD demonstrate the large design
space and great potentials of hybrid SSD architectures.
In addition, our design on the co-management of NVRAM
and flash storage is partially inspired by the co-management
of reserved space and value storage in HashKV [15]. As a KV
store built on KV separation, HashKV divides value storage
into fix-sized partitions and allows a partition to grow on
demand by allocating segments in reserved space.

7

Conclusion

Reducing flash writes has been a long-standing goal in deploying SSDs. In this paper, we present Remap-SSD, which
exports a remap interface and employs a flash and NVRAM
hybrid storage architecture. It allows the host and FTL to maximally exploit the address remapping facility for eliminating
duplicate writes. Meanwhile, Remap-SSD ensures the latest
mappings can always be retrieved quickly and recovered from
house-keeping metadata persisted on flash memory and NVRAM together with written or remapped data. Through three
practical case studies, we demonstrate Remap-SSD delivers a
safe, efficient, and scalable solution that exploits SSD address
remapping for performance and lifetime improvements.
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